Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

New collections

- Provider: Adam Matthew Digital (amdigital)
  Socialism on Film: Culture and Society
  Socialism on Film: Newsreels and Cinemagazines

- Provider: Alexander Street (alexanderpress)
  Counseling: John Whiteley Collection
  Women and Social Movements International – Video
  Youth and Popular Culture Magazine Archive

- Provider: Bloomsbury Publishing (bloom)
  Bloomsbury Drama Online Core Collection Update – 2018/2019 – Australia
  Bloomsbury Drama Online Core Collection Update – 2018/2019 - Canada
  Bloomsbury Drama Online Core Collection Update – 2018/2019 – UK/ROW
  Bloomsbury Drama Online Nick Hern Books Modern Plays Update – 2018/2019
  *** Bloomsbury Open Access

- Provider: De Gruyter Online (deGruyter)
  De Gruyter EBA Package: Law, Business & Economics
  De Gruyter EBA Package: Linguistics and Semiotics
  De Gruyter EBA Package: Philosophy, Theology, Judaism and Islamic Studies
  De Gruyter EBA Package: Social Sciences

- Provider: Docuseek LLC (docuseek2)
  Docuseek2 The Global Environmental Justice Documentaries

- Provider: Exact Editions (exact)
Exact Editions Classical Music Collection
Exact Editions Contemporary Music Collection

• Provider: Gale Group (galegroup)

Gale in Context: College

• Provider: Hein Online (heinonline)

HeinOnline Democracy in America

• Provider: InfoBase Learning (infobase)

Access Video On Demand: Film
Access Video On Demand: Just for Kids
Access Video On Demand: Just for Kids – Australia
Access Video On Demand: Just for Kids – Canada
Access Video On Demand: Just for Kids – International
Access Video On Demand: Television
Classroom Video On Demand – Asia
Classroom Video On Demand: Developer, IT & Cyber Security Training
Classroom Video On Demand – United Kingdom
Films on Demand: Allied Health - Asia
Films on Demand: Allied Health – Australia New Zealand
Films on Demand: Allied Health – Canada
Films on Demand: Allied Health – United Kingdom
Films on Demand: Allied Health - Worldwide
Films on Demand: Computer Science & Information Technology
Films on Demand: Counseling & Social Work
Films on Demand: Counseling & Social Work - Canada
Films On Demand: Developer, IT & Cyber Security Training
Films on Demand Family & Consumer Sciences
Films on Demand: Fashion Studies
Films on Demand: Feature Films for Education
Films on Demand: Free Collection
Films on Demand: Physical Science
Films on Demand: Political Science
Films on Demand: Technical Education Collection
Learn360 Middle High School Collection
Learn360 Classroom Video on Demand Combo

• Provider: John Wiley and Sons (wiley)

Wiley Online Library Article Select Tokens – Book Content
Wiley Online Library Article Select Tokens – Journal Content
Wiley Online Library Article Select Tokens – Reference Work Content
Wiley Online Library Withdrawn Titles

- Provider: ProQuest (PQUEST)
  ProQuest Literature Online
  ProQuest Literature Online Premium
  ProQuest Literature Online Premium: U.S.
  ProQuest Literature Online: U.S.
  ProQuest Statistical Abstracts of the United States

- Provider: Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC)
  RSC Gold excluding archive 2019

- Provider: SAE International (sae)
  SAE Technical Papers

- Provider: SAGE (SAGE)
  SAGE Books and Reference Business and Management Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Books and Reference Media and Communication Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Books and Reference Education Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Books and Reference Psychology Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Books and Reference Sociology Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Books Business and Management Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Books Corwin Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Books Health and Social Care Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Books Politics and International Relations Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Business and Management Collection 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Counselling and Psychotherapy Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Criminology Collection 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Criminology Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Education Collection 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Education Collection 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Geography Collection 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Health and Social Care Collection 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Health and Social Care Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Media and Communication Collection 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Media and Communication Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Politics and International Relations Collection Supplement 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Psychology Collection 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Sociology Collection 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books Business and Management Collection 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books Corwin Collection 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books Counselling and Psychotherapy Collection 2019
  SAGE Knowledge Books Criminology Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Books Criminology Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge Books Education Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Books Education Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge Books Geography Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Books Health and Social Care Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge Books Media and Communication Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Books Politics and International Relations Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Books Psychology Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Books Psychology Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge Books Sociology Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Books Sociology Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge Complete Books and Reference 2012-2015 Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Complete Books and Reference Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Complete Books Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Complete Books Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge Complete Books and Reference Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge Complete Books Reference and Navigator Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Complete Navigator Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Complete Reference Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Complete Reference Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge Counselling and Psychotherapy Books Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge CQ Press Annual Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Geography Books and Reference Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge Geography Books Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge Handbook and Encyclopedia Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Historic Documents Backfile 1972-2017
SAGE Knowledge Navigator Business and Management Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Navigator Criminology Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Navigator Education Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Navigator Geography Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Navigator Health and Social Care Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Navigator Media and Communication Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Navigator Politics and International Relations Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Navigator Psychology Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Navigator Sociology Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Reference Business and Management Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Reference Business and Management Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge Reference Criminology Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Reference Education Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Reference Education Collection Supplement 2019
SAGE Knowledge Reference Geography Collection 2019
SAGE Knowledge Reference Health and Social Care Collection 2019
New cooperatively contributed collections

- *** DTL OA Columbia Theological Seminary Dissertations (up to 2017) (global.215387.399) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA George Fox University D.Min. Projects (2002-16) (global.215387.400) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Max Planck Library for the History and Development of Human Knowledge ebooks (global.215387.416) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA NCDOKS (Religious Studies Related up to 2018) (global.215387.252) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA OpenStax Open Access Textbooks (global.215387.402) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Orange Grove Texts Plus (global.215387.401) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Polish Centre of Mediterranean Archaeology (University of Warsaw) (global.215387.398) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Pontificia Universidad Católica Argentina Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.389) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Project Muse Open Access Ebooks on Gun Violence (global.215387.409) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Southern Baptist Theological Seminary Dissertations & Archival Material (global.215387.77) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Universidad de Navarra (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.391) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Universidad del Rosario (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.390) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.383) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA University of Aberdeen Dissertations (Religious Studies) (global.215387.382) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA University of Birmingham Dissertations & Thesis (Religious Studies) (global.215387.356) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA University of Hong Kong (Dissertations) (global.215387.387) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA University of San Paulo (Biblioteca Digital USP) Philosophy Dissertations (Portuguese) (1990-2013) (global.215387.396) – contributed Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Wesleyan Holiness Digital Library (global.215387.220) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Yale University Dissertations (Religious Studies) (global.215387.386) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• Fiscale hand- en studieboeken (Kluwer Navigator) (global.57364.147) – contributed by Maastricht University Library
• *** Frontiers (global.32031.66) – contributed by Eindhoven University of Technology
• Psychology Database: Dissertations and Theses (global.5644.517) – contributed by University of the West Library

*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.

**Discontinued collections**

For some discontinued collections we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist; not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection. Discontinued collections have a lifespan of about six months+ before they are deleted. Plan to deselect discontinued collections before OCLC removes them from the knowledge base so you have a chance to select alternative collections. Find more information on the Discontinued knowledge base collections page.

- **Provider: Bloomsbury Publishing (bloom)**
  - Discontinued Collection: *** Bloomsbury Open Archive 2008-2012 (bloom.bloomsburyopen2008)
  - Discontinued Collection: *** Bloomsbury Open 2013 (bloom.bloomsburyopen2013)
  - Discontinued Collection: *** Bloomsbury Open 2014 (bloom.bloomsburyopen2014)
  - Discontinued Collection: *** Bloomsbury Open 2015 (bloom.bloomsburyopen2015)
  - Discontinued Collection: *** Bloomsbury Open 2016 (bloom.bloomsburyopen2016)
  - Discontinued Collection: *** Bloomsbury Open 2017 (bloom.bloomsburyopen.2017)
  - Discontinued Collection: *** Bloomsbury Open 2018 (bloom.bloomsbury2018)
  - Discontinued Collection: *** Bloomsbury Open 2019 (bloom.bloomsbury2019)

  Select this collection instead: *** Bloomsbury Open Access (bloom.bloomsburyoa)

- **Discontinued Collection/Provider: British Editorial Society of Bone & Joint Surgery (openly.jsCate.bjs)**
  - Select this collection instead: Bone and Joint All Journals (boneandjoint.alijournals)
  - Provider: The British Editorial Society of Bone & Joint Surgery

- **Provider: Gale Group (galegroup)**
  - Discontinued Collection: Expanded Academic ASAP (with Ingenta) (galegroup.eaigta)

  Select this collection instead: Gale Academic OneFile Select (galegroup.eaasap)
Discontinued Collection: General Academic ASAP – International (galegroup.gasapi)

Discontinued Collection: General Reference Center (galegroup.grcref)

Discontinued Collection: General Reference Center Gold (galegroup.grcgref)

Discontinued Collection: General Reference Center International (galegroup.grcgsi)

Discontinued Collection: InfoTrac OneFile (with Ingenta) (galegroup.itonei)
Select this collection instead: Gale General OneFile (galegroup.itone)

- Provider: HathiTrust Digital Library (hathitrust)

Discontinued Collections:
HathiTrust Access Available, with Copyright restrictions (hathitrust.ccbyAccess)
HathiTrust Creative Commons – No Copyright (hathitrust.cczeroAccess)
HathiTrust Public Domain Access (hathitrust.pdAccess)
HathiTrust Public Domain only in US Access (hathitrust.pdusAccess)
HathiTrust World Access (hathitrust.WorldAccess)

Select these collections instead:
*** HathiTrust Outside US Access with possible download restrictions (hathitrust.OutsideDnldRestrict)
*** HathiTrust US Access with possible download restrictions (hathitrust.USDnldRestrict)
*** HathiTrust World Access with no download restrictions (hathitrust.WorldNoRestrict)

- Provider: InfoBase Learning (infobase)

Discontinued Collection: Films on Demand (infobase.digital)
Select this collection instead: Films on Demand: Master Academic Collection (infobase.macademic)

Discontinued Collection: Films on Demand: Canada (infobase.fodca)
Select this collection instead: Films on Demand: Master Academic Collection – Canada (infobase.masteraca)

Discontinued Collection: Films on Demand: Master Public Library Collection (infobase.mppubliclib)
Select this collection instead: Films On Demand & Access Video on Demand Combo – Public Library (infobase.fodavopl)

- Provider: Preselect media (preselect)

Discontinued Collection: content-select Beltz Hochschuldidaktik (preselect.content375)
Select This Collection Instead: content-select Beltz Hochschuldidaktik (preselect.content30)

Discontinued Collection: content-select Herder Systematische Theologie (preselect.content1127)
Select This Collection Instead: content-select Herder Systematische Theologie (preselect.content1686)

Discontinued Collection: content-select Logos BWL (preselect.content1257)
Select This Collection Instead: content-select logos BWL (preselect.content1564)

Discontinued Collection: content-select Logos Didaktik der Naturwissenschaften (preselect.content1250)
Select This Collection Instead: content-select logos Didaktik der Naturwissenschaften (preselect.content1566)

Discontinued Collection: content-select Logos Management (preselect.content1258)
Select This Collection Instead: content-select logos Management (preselect.content1568)

Discontinued Collection: content-select Logos Wirtschaft Allgemein (preselect.content1259)
Select This Collection Instead: content-select logos Wirtschaft Allgemein (preselect.content1576)

Discontinued Collection: International Index to Performing Arts (UK) (chadwyck.iipaft)
Select this collection instead: Performing Arts Periodicals Database (PQUEST.iipaft)

Discontinued Collection: Literature Online (UK) (chadwyck.lion)
Select this collection instead: ProQuest Literature Online PQUEST.lion)

Discontinued Collection: Literature Online Reference Edition (UK) (chadwyck.lionRef)
Select this collection instead: ProQuest Literature Online Premium (PQUEST.lionpremium)

Discontinued Collection: Literature Online Reference Edition (US) (chadwyck.lionRefUS)
Select this collection instead: ProQuest Literature Online Premium: U.S. (PQUEST.lion.premiumus)

Discontinued Collection: Literature Online (US) (chadwyck.lionUS)
Select this collection instead: ProQuest Literature Online U.S. (PQUEST.lionus)

**Statistics**

Totals:
6,793 providers
22,669 collections
53,278,721 records